Class 4th Summer vacation work English Language
1)

Use a dictionary to help you find the meanings of the following words, then use

them in sentences of you own.
1. afraid 2. ashamed 3.calm 4. fetch 5. glared 6. gloomy 7. hazardous 8.mumbling
9. tiny 10.wide 11. Scorch 12. reins 13.knelt 14.massive 15. Persuade 16. distant
17.elegant 18.dizzy 19. fracture 20.evaporation 21.condenses 22.cruising 23.catalogue
24. Fortune 25. Extinct 28.extinct 26.gigantic 27. volcano 28. Cyclone 29.muscular
30.snarled 31. luggage 32.anxiously
2)

Write a recipe for a jam sandwich. Write in your own words how to

make a jam sandwich.
3)

Write a letter to your friend telling him/her about your plans for your summer

vacation.
Write a dialogue between a teacher and students of the class, they are
planning for a surprise birthday party for one of the students of the other
section. All the students are asked to bring one food item each.
4)

5)

Write a biography about our national poet “Allama Iqbal” write three

paragraphs in you biography.
6)

Write a mysterious story use the opening lines. “Sam was making a

pizza. He heard the doorbell. He went to the door and the wolf was
there………….. continue the story.

7)

Write two essays each on any two books which you read during the

summer vacations.
8)

Write 2 paragraphs each on any two movies which you watched during

the summer vacations.

9)

Describe you neighborhood under these headings”

a.
b.
c.
d.
10)

Its location, whether in the city, town or country.
Interesting facts you know about your area.
Neighbors
People who work in your area.
A hurricane has struck, you manage to escape from a three story building.

Suddenly you remember your pet cat has been left behind. Do you go back to
get her? Write down the thoughts that go through your mind.
11)

You find a magical creature at the bottom of you garden. Describe the

creature’s size, appearance and habits. Say where it lives and what it likes to
eat etc.
12)

Learn the synonyms and antonyms.

13)

Imagine you could invent a brand new video game. Be as detailed as

possible to describe you video game.
a)

Write down the name of you video game why did you choose that

name?
b)

What is the theme of you video game? What is the main objective?

c)

What would the first level be? Describe its setting and environment.

